USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT - 9903.26

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

OPS_Marti says:
:: at OPS ::

XO_Madred says:
::steps onto the bridge cursing and swearing up a storm quietly under his breath as he rubs at his forehead::

EO_Modane says:
::on a biobed::

Host CO_Riker says:
::sitting in the command chair on the Bridge::

CMO_Taurik says:
@::tending to wounds of federation observers::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE AWAY TEAM IS TRAPPED ON NATARAN PRIME

TO_Blair says:
@:;rubbing her ankle on the planet::

XO_Madred says:
CO: Reporting back for duty sir ......  ::glances about the bridge::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Ship in orbit of Nataran 5 - Scanning Nataran 5 surface ::

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE CHIEF TACTICAL OFFICER IS SLOWLY REGAINING CONSCIOUSNESS

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Have you been cleared for duty, Number 1?

XO_Madred says:
::glances at TAC and FCO looking for the Bynars::

EO_Modane says:
:: waiting for a Doc to sign the release forms ::

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Are you all right?

Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA IS AT NATARAN V ATTEMPTING TO THWART THE INVASION FLEET

XO_Madred says:
::glances at the CO:: CO: As cleared as I will ever be, sir.

CMO_Taurik says:
<Nurse> EO: You are free to go.

SO_Quincy says:
::furiously scanning for troublesome signs::

TO_Blair says:
@::looks over at the CTO as Taurik speaks to him::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Scanning invasion fleet position ::

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Good. Have a seat, Comdr.

XO_Madred says:
OPS: What is the latest on the invasion fleet?

EO_Modane says:
Nurse: Thank you...  ::gets up straightens his uniform and heads for Engineering ::

OPS_Marti says:
XO: They are closing fast

CTO_Ian says:
@::Hmmm looks at console:: SELF: looks like the away team got into some trouble while I was gone

XO_Madred says:
::nods at the Captain:: CO: I got TAC ....... ::heads for the console initializing it::

XO_Madred says:
OPS: understood.. Thanks, Marti.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Noted

CNS_Edge says:
Nurse: May I leave now?

XO_Madred says:
::runs his hands over the tactical console checking levels::

CMO_Taurik says:
<Nurse> CNS: Feel free to leave. You check out to be ok

EO_Modane says:
::enters ENG and heads for the CEO's Office::

TO_Blair says:
@::Goes over to the CMO:: CMO :any specific orders Taurik.. ::she looks at him::

CNS_Edge says:
Nurse: Thanks ::heads for bridge::

XO_Madred says:
::taps at the launch controls checking to see if the tubes are loaded:: CO: We are loaded to bear, sir.

SO_Quincy says:
Captain: One warship has a shield malfunction.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: OK

EO_Modane says:
::sits in the chair and activates all the consoles ::

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: Help me assess the condition of the CTO.

Host CO_Riker says:
SO: Noted

XO_Madred says:
::looks up at the SO and begins a tactical scan of the specific ship::

TO_Blair says:
@CMO: in which manner? I am not familiar with medical equipment

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Do you know who I am?

XO_Madred says:
CO: We have a target lock on all 5 vessels, Captain. ::look up at the main viewer as he puts the fleet on screen::

EO_Modane says:
*XO*: Sir I am in ENG, If you need me just call.

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: All you have to do is to see if he is familiar with you.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Odd formation.

SO_Quincy says:
::Humph. That one is..... highly loaded with missiles......Ho boy.::

TO_Blair says:
::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: Ian.. can you hear me? ::bends over him::

CMO_Taurik says:
@::starts scanning the CTO::

XO_Madred says:
*EO*: Understood Talis.... Good to see you are okay,  ::turns back to the CO:: CO: Aye sir, tactical scans show the fleet is holding steady.

CMO_Taurik says:
@::raises an eyebrow::

CMO_Taurik says:
@::changes the calibration on the tricorder::

TO_Blair says:
@::Looks at the CMO: CMO: something wrong?

OPS_Marti says:
:: Trying to initiate a comm link with the crashed shuttle :: 

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: Step away from the CTO.

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Open Frequencies with the invasion ships

TO_Blair says:
@::steps back :: CMO: what is it.. what is wrong with him?

XO_Madred says:
::checks to see if the ships are making any move towards the planet::

SO_Quincy says:
Captain: The one with the malfunction has the most missiles.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Open - On Screen ::

CMO_Taurik says:
@::pulls his phaser from his holster and aims it at the CTO::

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Who are you? What has happened to our CTO?

EO_Modane says:
::leaves his office and takes a walk around engineering...monitoring the staff ::

TO_Blair says:
@::aims her phaser at the CMO: CMO: not so fast .. what is it.. explain. ::look of concern::

XO_Madred says:
::looks up at the viewer as it changes to show the lead of the invasion fleet::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Invasion Ships: Invasion Ships, this is the USS Geneva. Please respond

EO_Modane says:
::takes a long look at the warp core ::

TO_Blair says:
@::confused she looks hard at both men::

XO_Madred says:
::glances down at the woman sitting at Flight Controls and admires her shapely figure ..... shakes his head ..... head wound, go figure::

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: Our CTO was diagnosed with plasma burns. Somehow, this CTO has no plasma burns to show in the scans.

XO_Madred says:
::checks the configuration of the tactical panel and makes some minor adjustments to make things easier for him::

TO_Blair says:
@::Looks at him:: CMO: maybe a malfunction in the equipment?

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: Plasma burns in humans take 2-3 weeks to heal.

CNS_Edge says:
::walks on to bridge and stands and attention:: CO: Reporting back for duty sir. ::feels bad that he was separated from his team:: XO: You will have my report on your desk in the morning commander, and on that note I need to conference with you ASAP.. sir!

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: Not 1 week.

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Invasion Ships: Invasion Ships, please respond.

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: The most logical explanation would be that this CTO is not the one we know.

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: Then get over here, Counselor.

TO_Blair says:
@::looks back at the CTO and then at the DOC: CMO what explanation do you think is the cause of it?

EO_Modane says:
:: pulls out a tricorder and scans the plasma injectors ::

SO_Quincy says:
Captain: The most heavily armed ship is the one with the malfunction.

Host Nataran_P says:
#Com: Geneva: We are not going to allow the B'mek to invade our space

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Target one of the invasion ships, Number One.

TO_Blair says:
@::shakes her head:: CMO: no one but no one has gotten by us.. he could not be a different person

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the SO:: SO: Mister Stanton, I am sure the Captain heard you the first time .... continue scans.

SO_Quincy says:
XO: Aye.

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: There is not enough data to assess an explanation; however, the most logical one would be that the CTO has been captured.

Host Nataran_P says:
#Com: Geneva: We will not allow you to dictate to us how we should handle our internal affairs, you have YOUR Prime Directive that you cherish to follow

XO_Madred says:
CO: They are targeted sir.... phasers and photon torpedoes locked on.  Shall I fire to disable?

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: ...and replaced with this imposter.

EO_Modane says:
Computer: Run a level 3 diagnostic on the plasma injectors.

TO_Blair says:
@::gives him a frown:: CMO: well what do we do with an injured.. fake CTO?  Tie him up?

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Invasion Ships: Invasion Ships, this is the USS Geneva. Please respond or you will be fired upon.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Hold on.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Trying to establish a boot on the main shuttle computer ::

XO_Madred says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir ......

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: So far he has posed no threat and we can not spare a guard to watch over him.

TO_Blair says:
@::wonders if he really is an imposter or if the Doc is tired from lack of sleep and food::

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: I will sedate him.

Host Nataran_P says:
#<NEO>: Commander, we are having trouble with our shields, if we do not retreat, we could be destroyed

XO_Madred says:
::glances over at Marti and gets curious .... OPS seems hard at work::

OPS_Marti says:
:: accessing shuttle sensors array - trying to establish the extent of the damages ::

TO_Blair says:
@::looks around the room at the sleeping parties:: CMO: no I suppose not.. but if he is an imposter.. we can not dare.. to leave him un-guarded

SO_Quincy says:
::still scanning......whoopee, it's spring on Nataran Prime in 3 hours......Wait, is that an antimatter trail?::

XO_Madred says:
CNS: What is it, Counselor?

CMO_Taurik says:
@::sedates the imposter CTO::

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Fire upon the ships on my command.

EO_Modane says:
:: monitors the computer readouts on his tricorder ::

CTO_Ian says:
@SECRET: Klingons: I picked up a distress signal from the planet saying there in trouble I think we should lend a hand

XO_Madred says:
CO: Awaiting your order, sir......

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Fire.

XO_Madred says:
::glances from the Counselor who is just standing there, to the main screen with the Nataran fleet on it::

OPS_Marti says:
:: trying to power up auxiliary systems ::

XO_Madred says:
::taps the proper buttons and the phasers spike out at one of the ships::

CTO_Ian says:
@SECRET: Klingons: Get into range and decloak

CMO_Taurik says:
@::raises eyebrow::

XO_Madred says:
::glances at the empty FCO seat:: *EO*: Report to the bridge, for Flight Control duty.

TO_Blair says:
@::moves to the mouth of the cave looking out into the darkness:: CMO: what are our options as far as you see them?

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: Curious, the sedation has not taken effect.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Discontinue firing.

EO_Modane says:
*XO*: Aye sir.

OPS_Marti says:
:: receiving damage log from the shuttle - communications are not stable - signal is degrading and unstable ::

EO_Modane says:
Computer: Pause diagnostic..

CMO_Taurik says:
@TO: What do you suggest?

OPS_Marti says:
:: Shuttle not operational ::

EO_Modane says:
<Computer>: Pausing

XO_Madred says:
:gets concerned at the lag in phaser fire::

EO_Modane says:
::heads for the bridge ::

XO_Madred says:
::checks his console::

CTO_Ian @BIRDOFPREY ::DECLOAKS 30 meters off surface:: (Cloaking Device.wav)

TO_Blair says:
@::wonders if she could just stun him:: CMO I  do not know anything medical.. but I can take care of him if you like.. ::is getting a little tired::

Host Nataran_P says:
THE SHOTS FROM THE GENEVA CROSS THE BOW OF THE LEAD NATARAN VESSEL

XO_Madred says:
::smiles and nods::

CNS_Edge says:
::swallows his spit:: XO: Comdr.. It is my sad but needed duty to report an act unbecoming of a Starfleet officer who I was placed in command of.. Doc disobeyed direct orders to assist us in seeing to the CIVs... instead... However, he nobly went after the 2 downed officers that where perched under fire... I am unsure of his success sir...

EO_Modane says:
:: arrives on the bridge ::

CTO_Ian @Activates TRANSPORT AND BEAMS ASSAULT TEAM ABOARD SHIP:: 

TO_Blair says:
@:;looks at the CTO and wonders if he is an imposter, how he got here::

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CNS and glares:: CNS: Do you honestly think this is the best time? Take your seat next to the Captain.  We can talk when we are NOT firing on incoming ships. ::turns back to his console::

EO_Modane says:
:: relives the FCO and takes the post ::

CTO_Ian says:
ASSAULT TEAM FINDS THEMSELVES IN A KLINGON SHIP

Host CO_Riker says:
::considers his next move::

CTO_Ian says:
@BIRDOFPREY  ::CLOAKS AND LEAVES PLANET::

XO_Madred says:
EO: Welcome back to the bridge..... ::smiles::

EO_Modane says:
::smiles::

OPS_Marti says:
:: trying to establish subspace communication on secures channel with the Shuttle ::

CNS_Edge says:
XO: Right sir, sorry.. ::sits::

Host CO_Riker says:
EO: Mr Modane, do you have a ENG crew ready?

TO_Blair says:
@:;suddenly beamed aboard what appears to be a BOP:: Aloud and with her phaser raised:: Where am I ?

XO_Madred says:
::frowns at his console:: OPS: I was just doing a tactical scan of the Nataran Prime ..... I just lost the away team Com badges..... Verify, Marti?

EO_Modane says:
CO: Aye sir, all damage teams are ready and backup generators are in place..

XO_Madred says:
CNS: I think he could use your help with this invasion fleet ...... ::goes back to his console::

CTO_Ian says:
::decloaks beside USS GENEVA out in space::

XO_Madred says:
SO: Begins scans of the system to find the away team????!?!?!?!?!

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Sir, they are no longer on the planet... they have probably been captured by Natarans

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Are the frequencies still open, Mr. Jean?

EO_Modane says:
CO/XO: One BOP directly ahead of us

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Yes sir

SO_Quincy says:
CO: Scans of N Prime are negative, although.......

TO_Blair says:
@::being ignored by all she makes her way to the main bridge.. the CMO no where in sight::

XO_Madred says:
::looks at OPS surprised:: OPS: any idea where?

TO_Blair says:
@::moves with extreme caution towards a lift::

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Sir if I know Natarans correctly they are probably dead by now

XO_Madred says:
OPS: But we would still have their com badges..... ::frowns::

CTO_Ian says:
@COM: GENEVA: hello this is the Klak Tah, We have just rescued your assault team.

SO_Quincy says:
CO: There seems to be warp residue above the planet's surface. The Natarans have no such technology.

OPS_Marti says:
XO: They have probably crushed them sir

TO_Blair says:
@::moves in and reading the Klingon ... touches the bridge nod.. moving ::

OPS_Marti says:
CO: the BOP is hailing us

CMO_Taurik says:
@::finds himself on a Klingon Bird of Prey::

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Open Frequencies.

CMO_Taurik says:
@::holsters away phaser and exits room to look for an explanation::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Open - On Screen ::

TO_Blair says:
@::enters the bridge a hand on hr phaser looks at the Klingons and slowly exits the TL::

SO_Quincy says:
::Never mind::

CTO_Ian says:
::enters Klingon transporter room:: AT: hello I am the real CTO, so you must of meat my clone down there, but I am glad to see you

CMO_Taurik says:
@::finds the door locked::

XO_Madred says:
::frowns again:: SO: keep scanning... ::looks at OPS frowning:: OPS: And what is the good news......

EO_Modane says:
::adjusts the sensors to track the BOP if it needs to be tracked ::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Klak Tah: Thank you.

CMO_Taurik says:
@::realizes the door is actually a wall::

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Curious...

TO_Blair says:
@::hears Captain Rikerson voice and stands there a nod form the crew and waits and listens::

CTO_Ian says:
@COM: GENEVA: we will transport over your crew soon

CNS_Edge says:
CO: What are your intentions Cap..? ::looks at him::

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Why have you cloned yourself?

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Klak Tah: How soon can we expect them?

XO_Madred says:
::::looks up in surprise at the communication between Peter and the Klingon Ship::

SO_Quincy says:
::furiously scanning for troublesome signs::

XO_Madred says:
::checks sensors for the Klingon Ship::

CTO_Ian says:
@CTO: I had to do some secretive work for the Federation. if I was known my mission was in danger

TO_Blair says:
@::wishes she could take over the BOPS tactical.. tired she leans against the bulkhead.. still listening::

CTO_Ian says:
@COM: GENEVA: Very soon we are preparing

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Were you ever on the AT with us?

XO_Madred says:
::glances at the Counselor hoping he did not just make another enemy .... but also hoping the CNS will advise the CO in this situation::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Klak Tah: Thank you

CTO_Ian says:
@CMO: at a period of time

EO_Modane says:
::holding position ::

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Close frequencies

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Most curious. Most curious indeed.

XO_Madred says:
::frowns that a BOP had to help them recover the teams ...... on the other hand, at least they are safe:

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Closed - Off screen ::

CTO_Ian says:
@AT: are you ready to go back to the Geneva the Klak Tah is needed else where

Host CO_Riker says:
CNS: Now, what was your question, CNS ?

TO_Blair says:
@::as the Captain closes the COM:: Klak Tah : May I speak sir.. ::gives him a respectful nod::

Host CO_Riker says:
::thinks about the next move::

XO_Madred says:
::looks about the bridge wondering why things got so quiet:: CO: Are we going to be able to recover the AT, sir?

XO_Madred says:
::checks the scanners on the invasion fleet again::

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Hopefully

TO_Blair says:
@::just about to have her eyelids drop as the Klingon Captain ignored her she is jostled by a Klingon at his station::

XO_Madred says:
CO: No more movement from the Natarans.....

EO_Modane says:
:: holding position ::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Accessing main computer - exobiology database - trying to establish negotiation protocols based on historic confrontations ::

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: Sir' I would like to have your opinion on something

CTO_Ian says:
@AWAY TEAM: get onto the pad and beam to the Geneva

CNS_Edge says:
::looks at Cap.:: CO: I can see your stressed I suggest asking the XO his advice to lighten the load.. sir. ::looks at XO::

CMO_Taurik says:
@CTO: Acknowledged.

CTO_Ian says:
@KLINGON CAPTAIN: TO: yes you can

CMO_Taurik says:
@::steps onto the transporter pad::

XO_Madred says:
::nods at the CNS cautiously::

Host CO_Riker says:
:: nods ::

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Number One, ideas?

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: Counselor, I need your opinion 

TO_Blair says:
@Klingon Captain: Yes I can do what.. ::forgot what she said.. having been awake for three days::

XO_Madred says:
:looks up at the Captain:: CO: First, lets get the AT back on THIS ship.  Then lets see what we can do about shutting down this invasion fleet

EO_Modane says:
::waiting for orders::

Host Nataran_P says:
THE BIRD OF PREY RENDEZVOUS WITH THE GENEVA TO TRANSFER THE AWAY TEAM AND FEDERATION OBSERVERS

TO_Blair says:
@::rubs her eyes.. thinking it must be a dream.. as she sees Klingons in the cave::

CTO_Ian says:
@KLINGON CAPTAIN: TO: You wanted to speak

CNS_Edge says:
::looks at Mart.:: OPS: on what please I am not sure of your current status?

XO_Madred says:
*Med Personnel*: All Medical Staff report to TR1 to recover the away team and hostages.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: I agree.

CMO_Taurik says:
::beams aboard the Geneva, finds himself on the transport pad::

CMO_Taurik says:
::sees some of his medical staff waiting to treat the observers::

TO_Blair says:
@::finds her self I a heap on the Geneva’s transport pads.. she moves to stand::

XO_Madred says:
::notes transporter activity and smiles realizing the BOP is REALLY going to help:: CO: Away Team and Federation Intelligence Team, aboard.

CMO_Taurik says:
Med Team: Help me take FCO to sickbay. He requires medical attention.

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: Sir I'm monitoring planetary communications and I have noticed that they were sending hate messages on both planets... is it a cultural particularity of this people or just a consequence of the war

CTO_Ian says:
@COM: GENEVA: Do you need any assistance for this mission or should we leave?

CMO_Taurik says:
<Med Team> CMO: Ah sir.

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Status of the AT?

OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir the BOP is hailing us

TO_Blair says:
@::on her knees she starts to stand up..::

EO_Modane says:
::waiting for orders::

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Open Frequencies

CMO_Taurik says:
::With the help of a Med Team, Taurik takes the FCO to sickbay::

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Open - On Screen ::

XO_Madred says:
::takes a second glance at the Captain: CO: We have Medical Staff on there way to help ... we should get a report in a few moments

CTO_Ian says:
::arrives at Geneva transporter pad::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: BOP: We can handle the rest of the mission.  Thank you, BOP, for your help.

XO_Madred says:
SO: Begin more intense scans of Nataran Prime .... they have been awfully quiet.

TO_Blair says:
@::moves towards the TL exit.. and towards the bridge to give her report on the mission.. looking a little glum::

CMO_Taurik says:
::heads for the bridge to deliver a report::

CTO_Ian says:
@BIRDOFPREY ::cloaks and leaves::

CMO_Taurik says:
::enters bridge::

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Close Frequencies

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Closed - Off Screen ::

CTO_Ian says:
::heads towards bridge::

TO_Blair says:
@::arrives on the bridge right after the CMO::

CMO_Taurik says:
CO & XO: Captain. Commander.

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: What is your opinion

EO_Modane says:
:: holding position ::

XO_Madred says:
::notes Blair coming on the bridge and averts his eyes a touch:: TO: You have the Tactical Console ...... ::heads for the second seat::

Host CO_Riker says:
CMO: Yes, Doctor.

CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Sir, the Federation Observers are a stable condition.

TO_Blair says:
::nods at Madred and steps up to her console.. ::

Host CO_Riker says:
CMO: Thank you, Doctor.

CMO_Taurik says:
CO: FCO however is still unconscious.

CTO_Ian says:
::reaches bridge:: TO: status

CNS_Edge says:
::looks at his Comdr:: XO: Good idea XO make the med staff burn their own fat for a change... ::looks at OPS:: OPS: Marti that some noble thinking however you are talking interrupting inter planet COMM and that may or may not violate prime directive I suggest asking the Captain...

CNS_Edge says:
::looks at the Cap.::

XO_Madred says:
::nods at the CMO's words as he sits in his chair:: OPS: Send a subspace communication to Starfleet Command ..... update them of the status of the Intelligence Team.

Host CO_Riker says:
FCO: See what you can do.  He's a great assist 

TO_Blair says:
::stands there listening to the CMO give his report.. she looks over the reports of the other security and tactical departments::  <yawn>

CTO_Ian says:
CO: reporting for duty sir ::stands at console::

SO_Quincy says:
XO: The Natarans are probably doing something, sir. They're hiding it well - I can't scan through ionic interference.

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: Sir those are passive receptions, I'm transmitting on any frequency

OPS_Marti says:
XO: aye, aye sir

Host CO_Riker says:
OPS: Open Frequencies with Nataran Prime

TO_Blair says:
::gives her self a shake and opens her eyes wide... embarrassed at her own display::

OPS_Marti says:
COM: Starfleet command: Secures channel

CMO_Taurik says:
XO: Sir, permission to get cleaned up before I report for duty.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Channel Open - On screen

Host Nataran_P says:
THE SHIELDS OF THE NATARAN SHIP ARE BEGINNING TO FALTER.......

Host CO_Riker says:
CTO: Please take you're post

EO_Modane says:
::feels lightheaded ::

CTO_Ian says:
CO: what is happening sir

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Sir Should I inform them of the success of the mission or do you want to send an addendum

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Nataran Prime: Nataran Prime, this is the USS Geneva. Please respond

Host Nataran_P says:
THE NATARAN COMMANDER BEGINS CHATTERING WITH HIS FOUR OTHER SHIPS, AND THE GENEVA IS ABLE TO MONITOR THE CONVERSATIONS

TO_Blair says:
::nods at the CTO as he steps up.. wondering if it is him.. or even if he has been checked over by the Doc::

XO_Madred says:
OPS: Just the status of the Intelligence team..... wait till something actually happens to inform them of the whole mission

Host CO_Riker says:
::listens to the chatter::

Host Nataran_P says:
THE GIST OF THE NATARAN COMMUNICATIONS.... THE COMMANDER IS LOOKING FOR HELP FOR HIS FAILING SHIP

XO_Madred says:
CNS: You look fine to me..... ::stands and looks at the Main Screen::

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Aye, aye sir

Host Nataran_P says:
AND THE 1000 GROUND ASSAULT TROOPS ABOARD

CNS_Edge says:
OPS: I know ::sighs:: ... I know but no matter how friendly the intentions the Comm are false and may not be wise to alter things in such a matter.. I suggest Consulting Co before you continue

XO_Madred says:
SO: Report on Nataran Prime? ::glances at the CO:: CO: I have to think May is having a conniption right now.

TO_Blair says:
@::tilts a head towards the noise of the other ships.. her mind clearing::

XO_Madred says:
TO: Look all weapons on the Invasion Fleet..... fire ONLY at the Captain's orders.

Host CO_Riker says:
::nods::

CMO_Taurik says:
::exits the bridge and heads for sickbay::

SO_Quincy says:
::sigh I repeat: XO: The Natarans are probably doing something, sir. They're hiding it well - I can't scan through ionic interference.

TO_Blair says:
::nods at him ::XO: Yes sir... weapons locked

CTO_Ian says:
:: looks at console::

CTO_Ian says:
TO: Status of what is happening?

XO_Madred says:
SO: Understood.... thanks Quincy.  Keep an eye on them.

EO_Modane says:
:: stares at his console ::

SO_Quincy says:
::I stress "interference"::

TO_Blair says:
::keeps her hands on her console.. making adjustments to the computers automatic lock::

CNS_Edge says:
:: looks at the Comdr:: XO: What Sir?

CMO_Taurik says:
::enters sickbay::

CMO_Taurik says:
Nurse: Report.

Host CO_Riker says:
TO: Take all weapons off-line.

XO_Madred says:
::smiles at the Counselor:: CO: Never mind .....

TO_Blair says:
::looks at the CTO: CTO: looks like we are about to battle Ian.. I would guess. Read the report.. ::hands him a padd of what happened while they were gone::

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: Sir? :: turns to Tactical::

OPS_Marti says:
COM: Starfleet Command/ Starfleet intelligence: USS Geneva on secures channel  - The Operatives on Nataran Prime have been successfully rescues. They are suffering from food depravation but they are taking care of and their injuries are not life threatening. Please state the new orders for those operatives.

CMO_Taurik says:
<Nurse> CMO: No casualties while you were gone sir. Only a few injuries. The Federation Observers have been assigned quarters and are resting there.

TO_Blair says:
CO: Yes sir.. ::withdraws her weapons from their locked position::

CTO_Ian says:
TO: they’re launching an attack

CMO_Taurik says:
Nurse: Acknowledged. I'll be in my office.

OPS_Marti says:
:: Making quarters assignation for mission operatives ::

EO_Modane says:
XO: Permission to report to sick bay. !!!

CMO_Taurik says:
::enters office and finds mounds of paperwork to catch up on::

Host CO_Riker says:
TO: Extend the shields towards the Nataran ships

TO_Blair says:
::looks at Ian and back at the CO and then at Madred::

XO_Madred says:
::glances from Tactical to the CO in utter shock:: OPS: Main Power tot he Shields.

CMO_Taurik says:
::sits down and starts paperwork::

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CO defers saying anything::

TO_Blair says:
CO: Yes sir.. extends shields to encompass the other ship::

Host Nataran_P says:
THE FOUR OTHER NATARAN SHIPS SEEM TO BE BACKING OFF FROM THE FAILING SHIP, PERHAPS BECAUSE THEY FEAR IT WILL EXPLODE AND DAMAGE THEIR OWN SHIPS

XO_Madred says:
::whispers:: CO: You do know what you are doing, right?

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Sir I've noticed that Nataran prime and Nataran V were sending hate messages to each other

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the EO:: EO: What's the matter?

Host CO_Riker says:
::whispers:: XO : Yes, Number One.  I just hope that it works

TO_Blair says:
:;overhears something form Madred but not all of it.. Looks at Ian:: CTO Your perspective on the situation?

XO_Madred says:
::rubs his temples:: OPS: You have got to be kidding me ..... Propaganda?

EO_Modane says:
XO: The ships...are backing away from the damaged ship....I suggest we do too

Host Nataran_P says:
THE ABANDONED SHIP IS SUDDENLY PROTECTED BY THE VERY ONES THEY THOUGHT THEY WERE IN CONFLICT WITH

OPS_Marti says:
XO: I think so sir

XO_Madred says:
::nods at the Captain::

CTO_Ian says:
TO: it looks like we have a problem with the prime directive

XO_Madred says:
OPS: See what you can do about.... well heck .... about stopping the school yard bullies.

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Do you think it is a cultural thing or due to the war

Host Nataran_P says:
#Com: Geneva: Federation ship, you would save us, when clearly we would do harm to you? What of your Prime Directive?

SO_Quincy says:
::wait, wait, YES!!!:: CO, XO: Nataran Prime inhabitants are preparing missiles....AGAIN....at N5!!!

OPS_Marti says:
XO: Aye, aye sir

TO_Blair says:
::looks at him with her eyebrow raised.. :: CTO oh do you.. turns away from him.. and goes back reading her console making sure the ships are still protected

XO_Madred says:
::frowns at the SO:: CO: Here we go again ....

Host CO_Riker says:
EO: All stop here

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: Sir is by blocking communications we are infringing the prime directive?

CMO_Taurik says:
::continues his paperwork::

CNS_Edge says:
XO: sir? interrupting inter planet comm is against prime directive is it not... I mean sending false messages..?

Host CO_Riker says:
TO: Destroy the missiles

EO_Modane says:
CO: Aye all ....... stop :: stops the ship ::

XO_Madred says:
::raises an eyebrow and takes a step back whispering:: Self: Now I have seen everything.

TO_Blair says:
::readies her weapons waiting for the order:: CO :Yes sir.. ::

CTO_Ian says:
TO: don't show any real hostility right now.  do not lock weapons on the hips only the missiles

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: I can try to disperse them or try to divert them

XO_Madred says:
CNS: Good question.... not sure the Prime D has ever been applied that way.

TO_Blair says:
::ignores the CTO and does what the CO asked of her:: CO weapons are locked fire sir?

Host CO_Riker says:
TO: Yes

EO_Modane says:
::starting to see doubles of everything ::

TO_Blair says:
::punches her console as the Geneva sends out an array of fire at the missiles::

XO_Madred says:
::takes a look at the main viewer frowning:: CTO: What are the other ships in the invasion fleet doing?

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: sir should I block them or divert them?

CMO_Taurik says:
::reviews the medical logs recorded by Medical Staff::

CNS_Edge says:
::looks at Marti:: OPS: I would go with best judgement... ::thinks to he** with the Prime D::

TO_Blair says:
CO: Missiles are being destroyed sir.. it is a matter of moments now.

Host Nataran_P says:
#Com: Geneva: Federation ship, Do you hear us?  I ask again.... you would save us, when clearly we would do harm to you? What of your Prime Directive?

CTO_Ian says:
XO: they are taking defense positions around the damaged ship

SO_Quincy says:
All: Waitasec... the missiles are powering down and crap, the ionization has returned.

XO_Madred says:
::listens to the incoming COM and wonders what May is thinking right now:: CO: They have a valid point .... ::smiles::

TO_Blair says:
::thinks lives are important no matter what the directive... the choice is hard..::

EO_Modane says:
XO: Permission to visit sickbay.

EO_Modane says:
::seeing quadruples of everything ::

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Our orders are to save the system AND our people.

OPS_Marti says:
:: localizing planetary transmission facilities on Nataran prime and Nataran V ::

TO_Blair says:
::held steady on her firing:: CO: We have not received any more exchange.. Continue firing?

Host CO_Riker says:
TO: Discontinue

XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: Aye sir .....

XO_Madred says:
EO: Go ahead.....

EO_Modane says:
::stands up::

CMO_Taurik says:
::heads to the facilities::

XO_Madred says:
::looks around the bridge and waves off the FCO replacement who comes on the bridge

Host Nataran_P says:
::the Nataran commander, while wondering if he'll receive an answer to his question, is impressed that the Federation ship would help to protect them, the aggressors, rather than fight them::

TO_Blair says:
::nods at him:: CO Yes sir.. ::takes a deep breath, holding it in for a second.. almost relieved it may be all over now::

XO_Madred says:
CTO: If you can spare Lieutenant Blair for a moment ...... ::points at FCO chair::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Nataran Prime: Nataran Prime, our orders are to save a system and our people on the outposts

EO_Modane says:
:: holds to the bulkheads and slowly walks to TL at least one of them ::

OPS_Marti says:
:: transferring more power to the sensors array - initiating shuttle comm systems ::

TO_Blair says:
::looks at the CTO and moves to the chair::

Host Nataran_P says:
::the Nataran commander sends word to his superior, May, who is equally impressed with the Geneva's gallantry::

CTO_Ian says:
TO: take FCO positions

EO_Modane says:
:: enters the TL ::

XO_Madred says:
CO: Well..... I think you got their attention.

TO_Blair says:
::settles in and takes a quick over view of their current position:::

EO_Modane says:
Computer: Sick Bay, and fast.

Host Nataran_P says:
::on a whim, May decides to completely rethink the whole situation and orders the invasion fleet to completely stand down::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Nataran Prime: This system has Starfleet's best outposts.  We need to save the system along with the outposts for research and development.

EO_Modane says:
:: slowly manages to reach sick bay ::

TO_Blair says:
::such a long time since she sat down the chair feels nice.. and she listens to the crew behind her::

Host CO_Riker says:
::hopes they appreciate what we are doing::

Host Nataran_P says:
#Com: Geneva: Geneva, I've received communications from the homeworld, and they've advised me to open direct negotiations with you

EO_Modane says:
:: collapses to the ground as he enters sick bay ::

XO_Madred says:
::sits back in the chair and taps the command console:: CO: Good call Captain ... excellent work.

OPS_Marti says:
CNS: Sir I think I come up with a plan... What if I use the shuttle as a signal jammer... is that an infringement of the prime directive... if they find out something we could say it is a consequence of the crash... a malfunction what do you think

EO_Modane says:
:: falls unconscious ::

TO_Blair says:
::nods at the XO's words.. it was a good call.. ::

Host Nataran_P says:
#Com: Geneva: The Chancellor herself, was impressed with your helping an obviously weaker opponent who would have gladly destroyed you

CMO_Taurik says:
::heads back for office to continue paperwork::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Nataran Prime: Thank you for listening to me.  Now, I am Captain Peter L. Rikerson of the USS Geneva.

CNS_Edge says:
::glances at Marti and smiles then turn back around::

XO_Madred says:
CTO: Stand down weapons.... OPS: Stand down shields.

TO_Blair says:
::shines her console with her sleeve.. all smudged.. and gets ready.. she can feel it::

CTO_Ian says:
XO: yea sir :: powers down weapons

CMO_Taurik says:
::sees the EO unconscious at the doors of sickbay::

Host CO_Riker says:
COM: Nataran Prime: May we conduct the negotiations on the Geneva?

CMO_Taurik says:
::moves to help pick up the EO::

XO_Madred says:
::nods at OPS:: OPS: Sorry ... just a little stunned.  CTO: Stand down shields.,

Host Nataran_P says:
AND SO THE NEGOTIATIONS BEGIN, THIS TIME IN EARNEST.........

CMO_Taurik says:
Nurse: I require some assistance.

CTO_Ian says:
XO: yes sir ::lowers shields::

XO_Madred says:
::begins updated status report to SFC::

CMO_Taurik says:
::Nurse helps Taurik place EO on the biobed::

TO_Blair says:
::is looking forward to a nice hot relaxing soak in the holodeck::

CNS_Edge says:
::looks at XO::

Host CO_Riker says:
::Thanks God that this turned out great::

Host CO_Riker says:
XO: Well that was interesting

CTO_Ian says:
::still a bit clue less about what happened::

Host Nataran_P says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

